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Break times

Tea and coffee available all day

10:30 to 11:00 Refreshments with snacks

12:30 to 13:30 Lunch

15:00 to 15:30 Afternoon break with snacks



Agenda

Challenges
Data Platform
Power BI

Deep Dive
Data Platform
Power BI

Lunch

Hybrid Tables & Incremental Refresh

Refresh Challenges & Orchestration

Backup & Restore

Scaling

Monitoring

Wrap-up



After this session

Design and implement

Better design and 
implement complex data 
models, including hybrid 
tables, aggregations, and 
combined storage modes 
(import, DirectQuery , 
dual).

Orchestrate

Orchestrate the end-to-end 
data processing, with a 
pipeline chain from data 
ingest in the data lake 
house to the incremental 
Power BI dataset refresh.

Performance

Use different techniques to 
identify performance 
bottlenecks in your 
solutions and how to solve 
those ("does it fold"?).

Cost

Implement a cost-efficient 
solution, that still meets the 
scalability demands.



Feedback

https://sqlb.it/?6199



Solution challenges



two separate worlds

Data Platform Power BI





Data Platform Solution Challenges

Power BI report can't handle the volume of data

Showing near real-time data in Power BI report



Power BI report can't handle the volume



Demo
Power BI report can't handle the volume of data



Should I put everything on 
DirectQuery instead?



DirectQuery limitations

Limited Power Query capabilities

DirectQuery != streaming / live! Front-end still caches data

No built-in date hierarchy (year/quarter/month/day)

Lowest granularity data is seconds (no milliseconds)

No parent-child support in DAX with PATH()

Slower end user performance

1M row per query

DAX limitations, only simple calculations possible



DirectQuery query reduction

Consider requesting to click 
Apply before queries are 
executed to the source

Applies to

Slicers

Filters (filter pane)



Showing near real-time data in 
Power BI



Showing near real-time data in Power BI

Refresh takes to long

Poor end-user performance on DirectQuery

Streaming datasets only allow one table

Potentially queries are not foldable, therefore incremental refresh 
does not work (depending on source)



Demo
Showing near real-time data in Power BI report



Data Platform Solution Challenges

Optimize Power BI model

Use Aggregations

Use Hybrid Table



Power BI Solution Challenges

Loading data from various sources (flat files, databases, APIs)

Some sources are manually maintained (like mapping tables)

Data stored on decentralized storages, like SharePoint pages. 

Data from source systems are exported, rather than 
connected to analytical systems

Store historical data in Power BI for trend analysis





Demo
Various manually maintained sources





Power BI Solution Challenges

Use Synapse Analytics to ingest into a data lakehouse

Use Layered approach: Bronze, Silver & Gold



Better together
Data platform deep dive



Improvement areas

Ingesting data from APIs using 
Synapse Analytics

Store (historical!) data in the 
delta lakehouse architecture



Ingesting data from APIs using Synapse Analytics

Pipeline (same as ADF)

Data Flow (same as ADF) not to be confused with dataflows in PBI

Spark Notebook (4 languages available)

Wrangling Dataflows (Same as ADF)



Cloud native ETL/ELT

95+ connectors available

Secure connectivity to on-premise data sources, other 
clouds, and SaaS applications

Code-first and low/no code design interfaces

Schedule and Event based triggering

Code-free



No/low-code data 

transformation

Excel-like interface is familiar to users

Transform data to desired shape completely visually

Operationalize into pipelines

Code-free data 

wrangling



Data Flows
not to be confused with dataflows in Power BI



Demo API ingestAPI



Store (historical!) data in the lake

The Layered approach: Bronze, Silver & Gold

Keep original raw data, build up history -> bronze

Cleanse and refine data, standard file format -> silver

Aggregate, prepare, transform, merge, make start schema -> gold



Store (historical!) data in the lake

Bronze Silver Gold

Raw data

All history, 
system 

replayable

Apply 
metadata

Protect data 
(GDPR)

Current & 
historical 

view

Implement 
business 

rules

Fit for 
purpose

The Layered approach: 
Bronze, Silver & Gold

Keep original raw data, build up 
history -> bronze

Cleanse and refine data, standard file 
format -> silver

Aggregate, prepare, transform, merge, 
make start schema -> gold



Using Delta Lakehouse with layered approach



Warm-up time of Serverless SQL pools



Best practices for serverless SQL pools

Azure AD Pass-through Authentication performance <= shared 
access signature credentials

Colocate

Same region

Convert large CSV and JSON files to Parquet

Try to optimize storage layout by using partitioning and keeping your 
files in the range between 100 MB and 10 GB

Use appropriate data types (smallest, integer-based, varchar)

Use filename and filepath functions to target specific partitions



Demo Data Platform
Lakehouse architecture



Better together
Power BI deep dive



Improvement areas

Data model

Query Folding

Aggregations

Storage modes

Hybrid tables



But before we start changing our solution, 
let’s measure…

Refresh durations

Model Size

Vertipaq Analyzer

Performance Analyzer

Query folding applied?



Performance analyzer in Power BI Desktop

DAX Query

Visual Display

Other
Preparing queries

Waiting for other visuals to complete

Other background processes



Vertipaq analyzer

See where your data volume is 



Performance & Vertipaq Analyzer



Care about the data model!

Dimensional



Star schema all the things!

numerical information 

Measures

dimensions

descriptive information 



Care about the data model
Flat table Normalized Star schema Snowflake

Performance 
for analytics

Low Medium High High

Development 
effort

Low High High High

Query volume 
and complexity

Low volume
Low complexity

High volume
Low complexity

Low volume
High complexity

Low volume
High complexity

Intended 
for

No database CRM / ERP / 
Applications

Analytical systems / 
data warehouses

Analytical systems / 
data warehouses

Compression Row Row Column Column



LUNCH BREAK





Aggregations
Benefits

Report visualizations are faster

Balanced architecture by combining DirectQuery and Import storage modes

Store data at a higher level of granularity than the original table

The following aggregations are available: 
count, groupby, max, min, sum, and count table rows

Aggregated data is stored in-memory (imported), details are accessed through DirectQuery

You can create the aggregated table in the 
Data Transformations (Power Query) or in your source (preferred)



Aggregations



Aggregations
Aggregation, that hit based on relationships, require regular relationships.

Regular relationships include the following storage mode combinations, 
where both tables are from a single source group:

Table on the many side Table on the 1 side

Dual Dual
Import Import or Dual
DirectQuery DirectQuery or Dual



Relationships and storage modes
A model relationship is limited when there's 
no guaranteed "one" side. It can be the case 
for three reasons:

The relationship uses a Many-to-many 
cardinality type (even if one or both 
columns contain unique values)

The storage mode combination is Import 
and DirectQuery

The relationship is cross source group



Impact of limited relationships
Cross source group relationships have 
performance implications.

Limited optimalization: joins are done on-
demand for DirectQuery.

No blank rows: table joins are achieved by 
using INNER JOIN.

Blank rows are not added for referential integrity 
violations

Additional restrictions:

RELATED DAX function cannot be used to retrieve 
the ‘one’ side of the relationship

Enforcing RLS requires you to check the following 
checkbox



Automatic Aggregations



DirectQueryImport

Detailed dataAggregated data

{ Query } 



Demo Aggregations



Query Folding

Improve performance 
in Power Query

Push queries back to 
the source

Generate SQL queries



Query folding – supported sources

Relational data sources like SQL Server, Oracle… 

OData sources (SharePoint lists…) 

Active Directory

Exchange 

…



Query folding – supported operations

Filtering (both rows and columns) 

Joins 

Aggregation (Group By) 

Pivot and Unpivot

Numeric Calculations

Simple transformations (Uppercase / Lowercase)



Demo Query Folding



Demo Query Folding



DAX Studio trace



Demo Query Folding



Power BI Licensing

Shared resources in the cloud

Power BI Free

Personal use only Self-Service

Power BI Pro

Sharing & 
Collaborating

Organization 
perspective



Power BI Licensing

Power BI Premium

Dedicated resources in the cloud

Greater scale
and performance

Flexibility to license 
by capacity

Extending on-premises 
capabilities

Unifying self-service and 
enterprise BI



Power BI Premium

Dedicated resources in the cloud 
(vs. shared resources on Pro)

Bunch of awesome extra 
(enterprise) features

Large scale distribution to viewers 
who don’t need a per-user license

… much more! 

Datasets

Reports

Dashboards

Dataflows

Contributors

Admins

Members

Viewers

Workspace



Power BI Premium

€ 8,40
Per user / month

License individual users with modern, 
self-service analytics to visualize data 
with live dashboards and reports, and 
share insights across your organization.

_______________________________

• Also included in Microsoft 365 E5

Power BI Pro

Per user

€ 71,68
Per vCore / 24 hours

Respond to occasional overage spikes in 
Power BI Premium capacity by 
automatically adding one vCore at a time 
per 24-hour period as your organization’s 
needs change with the flexibility of an 
Azure subscription.

_______________________________

• Auto-scale requires Power BI Premium 
per capacity (Gen2) and Azure 
subscription(s).

Auto-scale (preview)

€ 4.212,30
Per capacity / month

License your organization with capacity 
to accelerate access to insights with 
advanced AI, unlock self-service prep for 
big data, and simplify data management 
and access at enterprise scale—without 
per-user licenses for content consumers.
_______________________________

• Users still require Power BI Pro license 
for publishing content to the Premium 
capacity

• Enable Auto-scale with Azure 
subscription for automated scaling of 
capacity size

€ 16,90
Per user / month

License individual users to accelerate 
access to insights with advanced AI, 
unlock self-service prep for big data, and 
simplify data management and access at 
enterprise scale.

_______________________________

• Includes all features available in Power 
BI Pro

• Brings additional Premium 
functionality 

Power BI Premium

Per user (preview) Per capacity



Premium specific features

Paginated Reports

Share with free users 
(P sku only! Not in A sku!) 

Auto-scale

Support for larger dataset sizes

48x daily refresh
(and Automatic Page Refresh)

Extra dataflows features 

Enhanced embedding scenarios

Bring your own key (BYOK) 

Hybrid tables

Multi-geo support 

XMLA endpoints

Paginated Reports

Deployment Pipelines (extra slide 
on this)

AI workloads



Lower capacity utilization with DTAP



Lower capacity utilization with DTAP



Hybrid tables & 
incremental refresh



Incremental refresh

Fewer refresh cycles for fast-changing data – DirectQuery mode gets the latest data 
updates as queries are processed without requiring a high refresh cadence.

Refreshes are faster - Only the most recent data that has changed needs to be 
refreshed.

Refreshes are more reliable - Long-running connections to volatile data sources aren't 
necessary. Queries to source data run faster, reducing potential for network problems 
to interfere.

Resource consumption is reduced - Less data to refresh reduces overall consumption of 
memory and other resources in both Power BI and data source systems.

Enables large datasets - Datasets with potentially billions of rows can grow without the 
need to fully refresh the entire dataset with each refresh operation.

Easy setup - Incremental refresh policies are defined in Power BI Desktop with just a 
few tasks. When published, the service automatically applies those policies with each 
refresh.



Incremental refresh

Incremental refresh is supported for Power BI Premium, 
Premium per user, Power BI Pro, and Power BI Embedded 
datasets.

Getting the latest data in real time with DirectQuery is only 
supported for Power BI Premium, Premium per user, and 
Power BI Embedded datasets.



Incremental refresh config



Hybrid tables

Live / Realtime data in Power BI

Combines different storage modes 
on partition level in a single table

Goes hand-in-hand with 
Incremental Refresh



Hybrid tables

Implementation with 
Incremental Refresh

Customizable via 3rd party 
tooling like Tabular Editor

>> Limitation: Only 1 DQ partition 
per table allowed at the moment.



Hybrid tables – what challenge does it solve?

Realtime scenarios without full tables on DQ mode

No complex refresh mechanisms needed with partition refresh 
and queries over XMLA

No more multiple tables and complex DAX to combine to achieve 
the same goal



Hybrid tables – Keep in mind that…

Premium feature

DAX restrictions for DirectQuery apply

Limited Power Query capabilities (due to DQ)

Requires Large Dataset Format (storage) in workspace

Performance hit on upstream data sources 



Hybrid Table

Feb 2022

…

…

March 2022

…

…
DirectQuery}
Import}



Demo Hybrid Tables
Latest data in real time



Can I change partition storage modes?

You cannot adjust tables with incremental
refresh policies applied. However, there
are other options to consider. 



Manually setup partitioning

Create your own hybrid 
table setup, using 3rd 
party tooling like 
Tabular Editor



Hybrid Table

< 2022

…

…

>= 2022

…

…
Import}
DirectQuery}

let
Source = Sql.Databases((SynapseEndpoint)),
#"WideWorldImportersDW-Standard" = Source{[Name=(DatabaseName)]}[Data],
Fact_Sale = #"WideWorldImportersDW-

Standard"{[Schema=(SynapseSchema),Item="Sales"]}[Data],
#"Filtered Rows" = Table.SelectRows(#"Fact_Sale", each

[InvoiceDateKey] < #date(2022, 01, 01) and 
[InvoiceDateKey] >= #date(2013, 01, 01)), 

SplitByCharacter = Table.TransformColumnNames(#"Filtered Rows", each
Text.Combine(

Splitter.SplitTextByCharacterTransition({"a".."z"}, {"A".."Z"})(_)
, " ")

)
in

SplitByCharacter

DirectQuery Partition definition

let
Source = Sql.Databases((SynapseEndpoint)),
#"WideWorldImportersDW-Standard" = Source{[Name=(DatabaseName)]}[Data],
Fact_Sale = #"WideWorldImportersDW-

Standard"{[Schema=(SynapseSchema),Item="Sales"]}[Data],
#"Filtered Rows" = Table.SelectRows(#"Fact_Sale", each

[InvoiceDateKey] >= #date(2022, 01, 01) and 
[InvoiceDateKey] < #date(2022, 03, 31)), 

SplitByCharacter = Table.TransformColumnNames(#"Filtered Rows", each
Text.Combine(

Splitter.SplitTextByCharacterTransition({"a".."z"}, {"A".."Z"})(_)
, " ")

)
in

SplitByCharacter

Import Partition definition



Demo Hybrid Tables
Historic data via DirectQuery



Refresh challenges





Refresh options

Scheduled in the service

Manual trigger

Power Automate

PowerShell

API



Effective refreshing

Considerations

Refreshing the entire model takes too long with high load on sources

Can we only refresh certain tables?

Can we only refresh certain partitions?

Can we use DQ tables/partitions (Hybrid Tables)

What do we need?

Async refresh API

XMLA Endpoints



Async refresh API (preview)

Specify the objects to refresh
{

"type": "Full",
"commitMode": "transactional",
"maxParallelism": 2,
"retryCount": 2,
"objects": [

{
"table": "DimCustomer",
"partition": "DimCustomer"

},
{

"table": "DimDate"
}

]
}

POST 
https://api.powerbi.com/v1.0/myorg/groups/f089354e-
8366-4e18-aea3-4cb4a3a50b48/datasets/cfafbeb1-8037-
4d0c-896e-a46fb27ff229/refreshes



Demo Asynchronous refresh API



Central E2E orchestration

Combine pipelines from Data Platform with Power BI

Lowest latency between source and report

Consider including backup operations for Power BI

Incremental loading where possible



Demo end-2-end orchestrationAPI



Scaling



Scaling data platform

Spark Cluster:
Use multiple cluster configs

Autoscale -> It can take 1 to 5 minutes for a scaling operation to complete

Dynamic allocation of executors

Automatic pause



Scaling data platform

If you are unsure what size cluster to utilize, start with a Medium Spark pool 
with three nodes and the ability to scale to ten nodes. After executing your 
spark jobs, view the Apache Spark history server to check performance.

There are a few areas to monitor:
Disk Spillage – If there are jobs where data spilled to disk, consider increasing the 
size of your Spark instance.
Number of Tasks vs. Number of Executors – Utilizing larger clusters can cause high 
Garbage Collection (GC). To prevent this, it is best to have less than 5 tasks 
executing per core when running Spark jobs. If you have exceeded this, consider 
scaling up your Spark instance.
Executor Usage – In the Diagnostics tab, the Executor Usage Graph will show you 
the executor usage over time. If executor usage is very low, consider scaling down 
your Spark instance.



Auto-scale (gen2 only)

Auto-scale adds:

Additional vCores

Applies for at least 24h

Configured through

Max. number of scalable vCores

Azure subscription – Pay as you go



Power BI Premium – Auto scale



Power BI Premium – Auto scale



Monitoring - revisited





Data platform monitoring



Log Analytics Workspace / Azure Monitor

Azure Monitor delivers a 
comprehensive solution 
for collecting, analyzing, 
and acting on telemetry 
from your cloud and on-
premises environments. It 
helps you understand how 
your applications are 
performing and 
proactively identifies 
issues affecting them and 
the resources they depend 
on.



Scenarios

Pipelines:
Identify (unusual) long durations
Identify unusual amount of runs
Trend analysis for durations

Spark cluster:
Analyse utilization of driver and worker nodes

SQL Serverless:
Data scanned by DirectQuery & import to datasets

Storage:
Analyse trend in amount of data stored
Analyse trend in amount/duration of reads and writes

Cost:
Analyse Resource Costs



Solution cost analysis

Service Name Service Resource Cost

Azure Synapse Analytics vCore $191.15

Power BI Embedded A1 $110.13

Azure Synapse Analytics Data Stored $28.97

Azure Synapse Analytics Data Processed $20.86

Azure Synapse Analytics Azure Hosted IR Data Movement $20.57

Azure Synapse Analytics 100 DWUs $7.55

Load Balancer Included LB Rules and Outbound Rules $2.18

Load Balancer Overage LB Rules and Outbound Rules $1.7

Storage Hot Iterative Read Operations $1.36

Storage Hot Read Operations $1.08

Total $385.55

Our Azure cost in a period of 
January 1st till March 6th.

Obviously, this is 
not representative till 
everyone's case, depending 
on scaling etc.



Power BI monitoring





Take care of your capacity

Work with a consistent 

management experience

Permissions Management Workspaces Capacity

Easily assign workspaces
Move content from shared

to dedicated capacity

Two levels of assignment 

permissions



Capacity metrics app (only gen2)

Available vCores

Available vCores at a given time

Utilization 

Per workspace

Per refresh type for datasets & 
dataflows
(on demand / scheduled )

Per operation type 
( XMLA / query / rendering )



Spikes in capacity usage

Influencing factors

Amount of datasets

Dataset composition

Model schema

Peak performance

Row-level security

Number of visuals on screen

Concurrent viewers

Usage of dataflows



Spikes in capacity usage

Take aways

Focus on capacity CPU & overload minutes

One-time peaks – Don’t worry too much! 

Continuous overload – Investigate what’s causing it!



Spikes in capacity usage

Considerations

Optimization: Limit columns on a dataset, avoid heavy operations 

Scale-out: isolate large contributors to a separate capacity, instead of 
upgrading.

Scale-up: 
Consider Auto-scale if peaks happen on specific days (like month 

end) or upgrade capacity (last resort)



Template report to get insights

Overview

Evidence

Refresh



Capacity metrics app



Power BI Azure Log Analytics (ALA) integration

Configure Azure Monitor integration on Power BI workspace level to 
allow workspace administrators to collect, analyze and act on telemetry 
data. PBI integration with ALA exposes events from the Analysis 
Services engine. 



Log Analytics Workspace / Azure Monitor

Azure Monitor delivers a 
comprehensive solution 
for collecting, analyzing, 
and acting on telemetry 
from your cloud and on-
premises environments. It 
helps you understand how 
your applications are 
performing and 
proactively identifies 
issues affecting them and 
the resources they depend 
on.



Scenarios

Identify high or unusual engine activity by capacity / ws / user

Analyze query performance

Analyze dataset refresh durations and engine operations

Investigate impact of custom operations via Premium XMLA



Template report to get insights

Workspace summary

Engine activities

Dataset refreshes

Query statistics

Error summary



Power BI Analysis Services Engine



Power BI Analysis Services Engine



Power BI Analysis Services Engine



Power BI Analysis Services Engine



Power BI Analysis Services Engine



Power BI Analysis Services Engine



Configuration



Configuration



Configuration



Configuration

Go to AppSource > 
Power BI Log Analytics 
for Analysis Services 
Engine

and select Get it now.

https://appsource.microsoft.com/product/power-bi/pbi_pcmm.powerbiloganalyticsforasengine


Report - ERD



Report - workflow



Configuration pre-requisites – Generic

Only Premium

Only v2 workspaces

Only for the datasets in the workspace (no shared datasets)

1:1 connection between Power BI workspace and ala workspace



Configuration pre-requisites – Azure

Register 'microsoft.insights' resource provider in subscription

Create Log Analytics Workspace

Owner role on the Log Analytics Workspace for:

The user who will set up Log Analytics integration in Power BI

The service principal 'Power BI Service’

Note: change the retention period



Cost info



Ad-blocker?



// log count per day for last 30d
PowerBIDatasetsWorkspace
| where TimeGenerated > ago(30d)
| summarize count() by format_datetime(
TimeGenerated, 'yyyy-MM-dd')

// average query duration by day for last 30d
PowerBIDatasetsWorkspace
| where TimeGenerated > ago(30d)
| where OperationName == 'QueryEnd'
| summarize avg(DurationMs) by 
format_datetime(TimeGenerated, 'yyyy-MM-dd’)

//query duration percentiles for a single day in 1 hour bins
PowerBIDatasetsWorkspace
| where TimeGenerated >= todatetime('2021-04-28') and 
TimeGenerated <= todatetime('2021-04-29')
| where OperationName == 'QueryEnd'
| summarize percentiles(DurationMs, 0.5, 0.9) by 
bin(TimeGenerated, 1h)

// refresh durations by workspace and dataset for last 7d
PowerBIDatasetsWorkspace
| where TimeGenerated > ago(30d)
| where OperationName == 'CommandEnd'
| where ExecutingUser contains 'system'
| where EventText contains 'refresh'
| project WorkspaceName, DatasetName = ArtifactName, 
DurationMs

Example KQLs



Using the template report



GitHub location for .pbit

https://github.com/microsoft/PowerBI-LogAnalytics-
Template-Reports



Customizations

Visual ID

Report Name

DirectQuery



DirectQuery on the trace info

Which datasets are refreshing right now?

Which recent datasets refreshes succeeded, and which 
ones failed?

If a dataset refresh failed, why did it fail?

How long did these refreshes take?



Roadmap

GA →March?

Removing the 1:1 workspace mapping restriction

No tenant level configuration to be expected

Capacity level configuration to be expected

API control to configure multiple workspaces at once



Demo Log Analytics Integration



Power BI Usage Metrics



Power BI Usage Metrics



Wrap-up

Design and implement

Better design and 
implement complex data 
models, including hybrid 
tables, aggregations, and 
combined storage modes 
(import, DirectQuery , 
dual).

Orchestrate

Orchestrate the end-to-end 
data processing, with a 
pipeline chain from data 
ingest in the data lake 
house to the incremental 
Power BI dataset refresh.

Performance

Use different techniques to 
identify performance 
bottlenecks in your 
solutions and how to solve 
those ("does it fold"?).

Cost

Implement a cost-efficient 
solution, that still meets the 
scalability demands.



Any bonus questions?



Feedback

https://sqlb.it/?6199


